ORDER OF GRADUAND SLIDES
Faculty of Kinesiology

During the ceremony, graduands will have their slides displayed and names read in alphabetical order. Follow along on this list to see when your slide will be displayed.

To see your name listed along with others listed in your specific program, view the official June 2021 convocation program.

Abdul-Majeed, Yasemeen
Abel, Samuel
Ajayi, Oluwatimilehin
Al-Ahdal, Isra
Ali, Nimra
Anhel, Kaylee
Aslam, Uneeza
Bajwa, Ahsan
Bakare, Ibrahim
Bako, Albert
Ball, Chantelle
Banks, Liam
Baratta, Joe
Barfuss, Zachary
Barker, Karissa
Barnert, Cassidy-Rae
Bastiaan, Garret
Beever, Austin
Bendahmane, Lidya
Bender, Anna
Bertagnolli, Craig
Bews, Jinnian
Bhardwaj, Bhumika
Bischoff, Emily
Bladen, Thomas
Blanchard, Emma
Block, Tamara
Boettger, Alexa
Boldt, Kevin
Booy, Tamara
Bosch, Daniel
Boulanger, Madison
Boyce, Victoria
Boyd, Tyler
Brand, Brianna
Bremner, Andrea
bryant, taylor
Buckie, Joel
Buckingham, Victoria
Buhler, Jacqueline
Bukovec, Tristan
Burk, Alexandra
Bymak, Caleb
Cairo, Alexis
Caron-Roy, Stephanie
Casola, Andrea
Chai, Pang Hua
Chatha, Rajan
Chau, Sydnee
Chaudhry, Daniyya
Cherppukaran, Tanya
Chisholm, Cassandra
Chiu, David
Chiu, Keon
Chleilat, Fatima
Christian, Monika
Churcher, Cameron
Cigoja, Sasa
Constantin, Mathieu
Côté, Valerie
Crawford, Reyna
Crews, Allison
Cullum, Karissa
Currie, Rebecca
Das, Gurleen
de Dios, Rafael Angelo
Desmarais, Alison
Desmit, Lindsey
Dhinakaran, Akshaya
Dodge, Jenna
Doege, Lena
Dominguez, Eugene
Donaldson, Eric
Dorjee, Tenzin
Downie, Sheila
Du, Priscilla
Dueck, Emily
Dung, Aleena
Dutton, Evan
Egbase, Adesua
El Mehallawy, Joice
Eliason, Paul
Fan, Paul
Faridi, Fakehah
Fecteau, Laury
Ferrie, Collin
Fidanova, Alex
Fung, Rebecca
Gautam, Saicharan
Gautam, Saisharan
Gerbrandt, Chantal
Gill, Isha
Glen, Aveen
Gorre, Lindsay
Gowie, Alexandra
Graham, Robert
Grande, Madison
Graver, Sarah
Greenslade, Alexandra
Grisdale, Julia
Guieb, Chester
Habib, Jeffrey
Hargrave, Nathan
Hedayatzadeh, Aryan